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This ‘invention relates 'te rapid transit Systerns, and 
particularly to an overhead system which enabodies ab 
overhead track and cars suspended from the track · and 
travelable therealong. 

Suspension railway Systems have been proposed in 
the past, such-systems including a.monorail and carShaV 
ing wheels adapted to roll along the single track, at least 
one-of the wheels being driven to propel the cars along the 
rail. Such suspension of the 'cars has the disadvantage 
of alleywing the cars to sway sideways, particularly when 
rmaneuvering around a curve-or when the cars are loaded 
unevently. Such an-unstable condition has beera a*serious 
drawback to the adaption of owerhead,"Suspension.railway 
Systems. 

tt is therefore •an --irrapertant "object of this inveration to 
provide an "overhead railway in which the transportation 
cars are . so Suspended that side · Sway -thereof is greatly 
minimized, and safer, more comfortable travel is aSSured, 
This object is best attained by providing a pair*of.parallel 
tracks and a car havingpairs of transversely-spaced wheels 
which roll alorg the tracks. By this means, better balance 8 
of the car is effected - and lateral rocking : or Swaying of 
the car is minimized. 

Another. object is to provide a system, of the character 
referred to, in which -the spaced trackS have upstanding 
fianges which serve to retain the wheels-on the tracks, the 
latter being_preferably. in the form of channels - capable•of 
taking side .thrust exf the wheels in either direction. 

Another object is to provide -a railway system of the 
type indicated in which each · car-has mounting frames at 
its-top, the frames being U-shaped to provide spaced, werti 
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cal · Supports for the wheels, the mounting means also - 
including resilient -connections between the frames :arad 
the .top of the cars. By this means, -the cars are resilient 
iy ̀ Suspended - and vertical shock_loads are effectively ab 
Sorbed to -effect.Smooth operation. ~ ~ 
~Another object is -to provide a System in which the 

wheels of the cars have 'pneumatic tires .. to further · effect 
Smooth, noiseless travel of the cars.along the dual.tracks. 
A related object is to provide.roller means associated with 
each wheel and adapted-to-roll-along...the-tracks:arad sup 
port the car in the event that-the tire of the wheelbecomes 
defiated, this being a safety feature. 
Another object is .to provide an "overhead railway-sys 

tem which includes Spaced, wertical .columns or :towers, 
each tower having at least .. one lateral cross-arm , at .its 
upper.' end and a Supporting -element depending.from the 
outer end of the cross-arm, the element serving-to support 
the pair of-rails - or -tracks. --A related *object.is to pro 
wide a catenary type Suspension means for supporting the 
rails at points intermediate the towers. In accordance 
with the invention, · the longitudina1 .merribers - of . the 
Suspension means-may be in the form of adjustable rods 
to which the wertical members_of the suspension means are 
corarlected. ~ 

Another object is to .provide ~an goverhead suspension 
type railway system in which the car.or cars have electric 
driving neans, the electricity for operating the same being 
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supplied through a strolley 'wire extending lengthWiçé of 
and carried by the track, the invention further:providing 
an improved trolley roller means resiliently mounted on 
the 'car and normally urged upwardly to "cause the roller 
to engage and roll along the trolley Wire. The resilient 
mounting is so-constructed: that the?trolley-roller cara:ugo?é 
vertically and also laterally in either direction, as the car 
is propelled around curves. ~ · · · · 

Another •object is to provide a ¥-type Switch which is 
gperative to guide the car from a main line onto ·a branch 
line, the movable switch member including a pair of the 
tracks Gr rails and being shiftable, by pivotal action, to a 
first position in which it aligns with and .forms part:of 
the main track, and to a .second.position in which it$ 
ends are disposed in alignment with one end of the main 
track and an end-of the branch track. 

A_further object is to prowide such a switch which is 
operated by "a reversible electric motor carrying -a;piniora 
gear in-mesh with a curved gear rack mounted-on the.shift-- 
able switch member and arranged · concentric ~ with the 
pivot thereof. A related object is to provide .switch 
means arranged-alongside the .tracks and remote from the 
switch by which the - car-can energize the. Switch motor-to 
shift 'the': switch.member - in the appropriate ~direction. 
A .further object of the invention is to provide ver 

tically .movable gates adapted to be alternately raised and 
lowered above the main track and the branch track, said 
gates · being -disposed beyond the shiftable Switch matern 
ber at the end remote from the pivot. Another object 
in this respect is to provide t.cable means .operative to 
simultaneously raise one gate ; and lower the other gate, 
the cable means being adapted to be Wound onto and 
unwound from a drum rotated by the Switch.motor. By 
this means one cable is wound as the other cable is un 
wound to ̀effect lowering of either gate. and raising of the 
other gate. Since the rotation . of the drum is · Synchrg 
nized with the Switch operating mechanism, the gate in 
the path of contemplated travel of the car is.raised while 
the 'other gate is lowered to provide a barrier or stop.for 
preventing a car from running off the end of the "open 
track. • . 

A still further gobject is .toprowide .a'system of warning 
lights for indicating to the operator of a car whether 
the switch and the gate, which is · disposed above the 
track •on which the ·car is traveling, are properly set.tgo. 
allow the · car to pass through the Switch in the selected 
direction. In accordance with the invention, thesignal 
lights are connected in electric circuits which include 
Switches, the latter having actuator arrms operatively-egor 
nected to the gates so as , to be .operated by raowe?aerat 
thereof.to upper and lower positions. .. ' - 

Further objects will appear frorgh the following descrip 
tion ar?d from the drawing, which is intended for ?the 
purpose of . illustration only, and in which: . . . . 

Fig. 1 is a side view of a portion of the-owerheadr?pjd 
transit System ~ of my invention; 

Fig? 2. is a "croSS-Sectional:view, taken online’2-2:of 
Fig.- 1; , · 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged plan 'view · of a portion of ...the 
track, ? Showing a ·Y type "Switch and actuating .means 
therefor; · · ^ 

Fig. :-4 is a · longitudinal ..Sectional:view, · taken on line 
4-----4:of Fig. 3; . • · · 

Fig. 5 is a cross-Sectional ~view, takeri · on line ‘5-5 
of Fig... 3; 

.jFig. 6 , is an enlarged end view · of the transportation 
car, Showing the · driving · means . for propelling, the sarae 
along the-track; ^ ~ 

Fig. 7 is an enlarged. view · of-the trolley, connection 
of the .ear; ? · 

Fig. .8 is a detail of one of the tie .members, gof the 
truSS Structure; ~ 

  



* Fig. 9 is a side view · of a safety device enployed on 
the. car; and, ~ ~ • - - 

Fig. 10 is a fragmentary - cross-sectional wiew of an 
alternative form of overhead rail suspension means. 
· · · Referring to_the drawings in detail, my improved rail 
way-Systeria is - of an overhead type, that is a system in 
which a transportation': 'car · 10 is "suspended from , and 
traveliable along a track 11... As an important feature 
of the invention, the. track 11 is composed of a pair of 
tranSwersely spaced rails 12 of channel shape, each rail 
having a , horizontal track , 'portion 13 and upstanding 
fianges 14 at its lateral edges. As shown in the drawings, 
the rails 12 are connected at longitudinally spaced inter 
vals by cross-struts or connecting beams 15. The track 
11. is suspended between spaced towers 20 of structural 

| steel, the towers having lateral arms 21 between which 
* extend . Suspension, cables 22 which support the track 
by means of vertical elements 23. In lieu of the cables 
22, the catenary suspension may utilize rods 25 (Fig., 8) 
¥hich are joined in end-to-end relation by turnbuckdes 
26. At the towers 20 the track. is carried by a supporting 
structure 27- extending downwardly from the arms 21. 
While a single track 11 may be supported by and be 
tween the towers 20 if desired, Fig. 2 illustrates a pair 
of tracks - 11 extending parallel to · each other, this ar 
rangement permitting travel of cars in the same or op 
posite directions. Since the railways at each side of the 
towers are identical, only one is described ina detail. 

Each car 10 is preferably of streamline contour as 
shown in Fig., 1, and has doors 29 by which passengers 
may enter and leave the car, the railway system also 
including platforms or stations located at and carried by 
certain "of the towers 20, these platforms not being illus 
trated. The car 10 is Suspended from and mounted to 
travel along the track all by means to be next described. 
The car 10 has a pair of longitudinally spaced, upwardly 
projecting posts or .. pivots 33 which are - pivotally con 
nected to substantially U-shaped support members 34, 
these members hawing upstanding portions 35. Each 
portion:, or arm 35 carries an axle on which a traction 
wheel36 is rotatable, each wheel having a pneumatic 
tire. The axles extend normal to the longitudinal axis 
of the car So that the wheels are adapted to roll along 
the rails 12 of the track 11. It is · important to note that 
the wheels are retained in the channel-shaped rails , by 
the fianges 14. By the double rail arrangement, side 
sway of the car is minimized. Due to the pivotal com 
nections 33, · the supporting members 34 can pivot with 
respect to the car to adapt the latter to negotiate curves, 
switches, etc. The upper ends ? of the pivotS 33 ' have 
fianges or heads 37 and disposed between these heads and 
the lower connecting bars of the Support members are 
compression springs 38 which Serve to absorb shockS and 
wibration. By the use of the springs 38 and the pneumatic 
tires on the traction wheels, smooth, quiet travel of the 
car -along the track is · asSured. 
· · As shown in detail in Fig. 6, at least one of the Sup 
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a grooved trolley roller 57 is rotatable. Springs 58 tend 

- to centralize the roller57 and adapt the roller to shift 
laterally. By this means, the trolley roller ?? 57 is main 
tained yieldingly engaged against the trolley wire 47. As 
is common in , conventional electrically-driven transpor 
tation cars, a suitable control switch Or rheostat is pro 
wided in the car by which the operator can energize the 
motors 46 and regulate their speed so as to attain selected 
speeds of travel of the car along the track, and suitable 
brake means (not shown) should, of course, be pro 
wided for bringing the car promptly to a |- stop. 

Referring to Fig. 9, my invention contemplates the 
provision of safety means for retaining the car. Suspended 

-- by the track 11 in the event - that a pneumatic tire of a 
15 

40 

wheel 36 becomes defiated. - This means consists simply 
in an auxiliary roller or small wheel 60 mounted in rear 
'of a wheel 36 and normally elevated slightly above the 
track 11. Should a tire of a wheel 36 become defiated 
and the car tend to lower at this point, the auxiliary wheel 
60 will engage. and roll along the track. . As an added 
precaution, the car 10 may have · upwardly projecting 
hooks 62, the upper ends of which overlie the laterally 
and outwardly projecting ends 63 of bar cross member 
64 Supported below U-shaped yoke support member .34 
by means · of struts 65. · Upstanding lugs 66 project up 
wardly from the ends .. 63 of the bar cross member pre 
wenting * lateral disengagement of the upper ends of the 
hooks ?? 62 as - shown , in . Fig. . 6. Ht will · be understood 
that the hooks 62 :are not normally in engagement .with 
the ends 63 and the car is supported by the pivot. . By 
this means, the car will be supported by ; the hooks in 
{the event of damage to the pivot posts 33. . . 

Referring now to Figs. 3, 4, and 5, my invention con 
templates the provision of Switch means -70 by which 
the travel of a car can be diverted from the straight 

' track 11 onto a branch track 71, which includes spaced 
rails 72 of the same form as the rails 12 described pre 
viously. · The switch means 70 includes an auxiliary track 
section 73 · which is composed of a pair of auxiliary 
channel · shaped Switch rail sections 74, these rails being 
connected to a yoke member 74° at- 75, ~ the member 
being pivoted at 76 centrally of the main rails. The 
track section 73 ic Supported from curved guide mem 
bers 80 extending between · beams 78 and 79-- which, in 
turn, extend between a pair of the towers 20, slide ele 
ments 73' on the track section engaging the members 80, 
Suitable · straps 80° extend upwardly from track section 
73 and ' embrace curved guide members 80 for guiding 

| and supporting the track = Section 73 in its movement 

port members 34' has upper laterally and inwardly ex- . . 
tending portions. 39 which Support the - wheel axles — 49 ?? 
by means of brackets 41. Each axle 40 carries a bevel 
gear 4;' which meshes with a similar gear 42 On a wer 
tical shaft 43. Also keyed to each shaft 43 is a bevel 
gear.44 which meshes with and , is driven by a smaller 
bevel gear 45 ? fast on , the arrmature : shaft of an electric 
motor 46. Each driving motor 46 derives its electrical 
energy frorn · a trolley - wire 47 carried by and Suitably 
insulated from bars ?? 48 Supported at . Spaced intervals 

60 

along the railway. As shown in Fig. 6, trolley shoes 50 ?? 
resiliently carried by the Support member 34 may be 
'utilized ? for contacting the trolley wires 47. In another 
enbodiment (Fig. 7), the support member 34 may carry 
posts or rods 52 on which a plate 53 : is slidable wer 
tically, a spring 54 'normally urging the plate upwardly. 
Bearing elements 55 projecting upwardly from the plate 
53 support the ends of a transwerse shaft ?? 56 on which 
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from one position to the other. A curved guide plate 81 
projecting from branch track 71 Serves to , additionally 
Support the Switch section when the switch section bridges 
the main line to the branch line while a similar plate 81' 
may Support the Switch . Section when bridging the main 
line · track and the continuation track. It will be evi 
dent that sufficient play is provided between the wheels 
and the upstanding flanges of the channel rails 12 to per 
mit slight ~ wariations in the spacing between the rails, 
especially at the Switching position. ~ ~ ? 

The switch track 73 carries , a - curved gear’ rack = 82 
which is arranged substantially · concentric .. to the switch 
pivots 75. A reversible electric motor 83 : is mounted 
on a stationary framework 84 and has a driving gear 85 
which meshes with the gear track 82. . By this means, 

ö when the motor 83 is energized and its gear 85 " is thus 
rotated, the switch track 73 · is pivoted ? to align its free 
end with either the main track 11 or the branch track 71, 
depending upora the direction of rotation of the driving 
gear. The electric · motor 83 may be connected in a cir 
cuit which includes a suitable Switch (not shown), which 
may be tripped by the car or by the operator , thereof 
as the car approaches the Switch. ? '~ ~ 

Associated with the switch means 70 is a pair of stop 
gates. 90 and : 91 adapted for vertical movement above 
the respective tracks 11 and 71.. The gates 90 and 91 
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are Suspended from respective cables 92 and 93 which 
extend over pulleys 94, the cables being wound onto a 
drum 95 fast on the armature shaft of the motor 83. 
Since the gates are located at opposite sides of the axis 
of the drum 95, when the drum is rotated, one cable is 
WyOund further onto the drum to raise the gate carried 
by the cable and the other cable is unwound from the 
drum to iower the gate to which this cable is connected. 
By this arrangement, lowering of either gate effects simul 
taneous raising of the other gate, this operation being 
clearly shown in Fig. 5. The gates 90 and 9{ are heayily 
proportioned and, when they are in lower position and 
engage with their respective tracks, they serve as stops 
or abutments against which the wheels of the car may 
engage to prevent the car from passing into the open 
Switch. 
AS a further precaution against travel of the car into 

the Open Switch, red and green warning or signal lights 
100 and 101 are ermployed, see Fig. 5, there being a set 
of red and green lights adjacent each gate 90 and 94. 
Electric Switches 102 and 103 are connected in the elec 
trical circuits for each set of lights. Each electrical switch 
102 and fh3 includes a stationary, arcuate contact element 
having contact portions {6}4 , and 105 separated by a 
dielectric portion 106. A switch arm 107, pivoted to 
the framework adjacent the Switch means 70, is electri 
cally connected to one side of the circuit and pivotally 
connected to a gate 90 or 91 at 108. Each contact por 
tion 104, when engaged by the switch arm 107, activates 
a red light 1069 and each contact portion 105 effects light 
ing of a green lamp 101, the contacts of the respective 
Switches 102 and 103 being reversely disposed so that 
the green and red lights at opposite sides of the switch 
means 7{} are alternately lighted, in synchronism with 
the raising and lowering of the gates 90 and .91. 

It will be observed from the foregoing description that 
my invention provides a suspended rapid transit system 
which is relatively Simple in construction, yet highly prac 
tical, efficient, and economical in use. As a particular 
feature of the invention, the transportation car is sus~ 
pended by means of longitudinally spaced pairs of trac 
tion wheels which travel within rails, the latter having 
upstanding fianges which retaira the wheels on the track. 
By the dual wheel construction, as distinguished frorn 
the monorail System, greater stability is attained and 
side sway is minimized. Due to the resilient mounting 
of the car, quiet, Smooth operation is produced, and this 
provides greater comfort for the passengers. Moreover, 
the car is provided with devices for effecting safety so. 
that maximum protection is afforded. 
The transit system disclosed herein embodies " Switch. 

means by which the car can be made to travel along a 
main track or Switched onto a branch track, the mecha 
nism for actuating the switch being simple, yet highly 
efficient, and adapted for fully automatic operation by 
conventional controls, not herein disclosed. . As an added 
precaution, the Switch embodies stop means and signal 
'iights' which together function to avoid running a , car 
…through the open Switch, the stop means and lights being 
Synchronized and adapted for activation by remote con 
trol. 

Referring now to Fig. 10, my invention further con 
templates a transit system having a monorail 120 which 
is provided with a horizontal track portion 121 and up 
Standing fianges 122 at its longitudinal sides. L-shaped 
Supporting members 124 resiliently support the car - 10 
through the medium of the pivot posts 33 and springs 138. 
Each · Supporting member 124 carries , at least orate wheel 
125 which is adapted to . roll along the monorail 120. 
To prevent side sway of the car 10, each supporting mem 
ber 124 may have a slot, 126 for receiving a guide or 
runner 127 carried by the monorail. 
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While my rapid transmit system has been herein dis 

closed as embodied in a preferred form of construction, 
it will be obvious to one skilled in the art that various 
modification might be made in the structure without de 
parting from the spirit of the invention. Consequently, 
I do not wish to be limited in this respect, but desire to 
be afforded the full scope of the appended claims. 

H claim as my invention: 
1. A Suspended railway comprising a pair of Substan 

tially parallel channel shaped tracks arranged with their 
charanels opening upwardly, means extending between 
the channels and upwardly therefrom for supporting said 
tracks in elevated position, a railway car, an upstanding 
U-shaped yOke pivoted to the top of the car, a wheel on 
the inner side of each leg of said yoke having a pneu 
matic tire and mounted for rotation so the tread of each 
tire runs in the corresponding channel, and power means 

" for driving the wheels, a bar cross member Substantially 
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parallel to the bight portion of the U-shaped yoke and 
positioned therebelow and supported therefrom and each 
end projecting laterally outwardly from the pivot, a hook 
member Secured to each side of the car laterality of the 
pivot with the hooks thereof overlying the ends of said 
bar cross member and normally having the free extrem 
ity thereof adjacent to and spaced a small distance from 
said bar cross member whereby the car is normally sup 
ported by said pivot but in the event of failure of the 
pivot the car will be supported by the hooks. 

2. A Suspended railway comprising a pair of substan 
tially parallel channel shaped tracks arranged with their 
channels opening upwardly, means extending between 
the channels and upwardly therefrom for supporting said 
trackS in elevated position, a railway car, an upstanding 
U-shaped yoke pivoted to the top of the car, a wheel on 
the inner side of each leg of Said yoke mounted for rota 
tion So the tread of each wheel runs in the corresponding 
channel, and power means for driving the wheels, a bar 
cross member substantially parallel to the bight portiora 
of the · U-shaped yoke and therebelow and Supported 
therefrom and each end projecting daterally outwardly 
from the pivot, hook members secured to each side of 
the car laterally of the pivot with the hooks thereof over 
|lying the ends of said bar cross member and normally 
having the free extremity thereof adjacent to and spaced 
a Small amount from said bar cross member. 
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